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What if you had the winning ticket that would change your life forever but you couldn’t cash it in?
Lucky Armstrong is a tough talented grifter who has just pulled off a million-dollar heist with her
boyfriend Cary. Lucky brand Lucky finds herself alone for the first time navigating the world
without the help of either her father or her boyfriend the two figures from whom she’s learned the
art of the scam. Luckyz When she discovers that a lottery ticket she bought on a whim is worth
millions her elation is tempered by one big problem: cashing in the winning ticket means the police
will arrest her for her crimes. EPub lucky brand As Lucky tries to avoid arrest and make a future
for herself she must confront her past by reconciling with her father; finding her mother who
abandoned her when she just a baby; and coming to terms with the man she thought she
loved—whose complicated past is catching up to her too. Lucky mobile Lucky Author Marissa
StapleyMarissa Stapley is the NYT bestselling author of the novels Lucky (a Reeses Book Club pick)
The Last Resort Things to Do When Its Raining and Mating for life. Lucke-zone When both
storylines begin to merge it is so darn exciting and makes the book absolutely unputdownable! I was
totally invested in Lucky’s character and was rooting for her all the way. Luckyy10p Paperback
Lucky is an entertaining and enjoyable book about a girl named Luciana Lucky Armstrong a con
artist/grifter who buys a winning lottery ticket and has to figure out how to cash it in.
Luckypet.com The book goes back and forth between the past and the present showing Lucky's
upbringing by her con artist father and the mess she finds herself in currently by trusting the wrong
people. Lucky vegas I was kindly provided an e-copy of this book by the publisher (Simon Schuster)
or author (Marissa Stapley) via NetGalley so I can give an honest review about how I feel about this
book:

Lucky gunner

I was rooting for her to make it out of her situation nice and clean so she had that going for her,
Luckyxday twitch This book was more of a character study than one with an actual plot to follow
but I enjoyed the ride for the most part, Lucky gunner Paperback This was a pretty entertaining
thriller! � The ‘on the run’ combined with the ‘mysterious background’ kept my attention and kept
me in wonder, Luckyxday twitch Paperback I’ve had mixed luck with Reese Witherspoon’s book
club picks. Luckyland slots Her father was a grifter and brought her into the family “business” at a
young age and taught her all the tricks of the trade: Lucky nnnn Her boyfriend.

Book lucky
A compelling and thrilling road-trip novel about a talented grifter named Lucky whose past comes
back to haunt her, Lucky pdf She’s ready to start a brand-new life with a new identity—when things
go sideways: Luckynn She’ll go to prison with no chance to redeem her fortune: Book lucky This is
a novel about truth personal redemption and the complexity of being good: Kindle locking up It
introduces a singularly gifted complicated character who must learn what it means to be
independent and honest…before her luck runs out. Luckycrush Her fiction has been published
around the world and her journalism has appeared in magazines and newspapers across North
America, Luckyone mall She has taught creative writing and editing at the University of Toronto
and Centennial College and lives in Toronto with her family, Luckyucycles07 Marissa Stapley is the
NYT bestselling author of the novels Lucky (a Reese's Book Club pick) The Last Resort Things to Do
When It's Raining and Mating for life: Luckyy10p Her fiction has been published around the world
and her journalism has appeared in magazines and newspapers across North America: Luckyland
She has taught creative writing and editing at the University of Toronto and Centennial College and
lives in Toronto with her family. Lucky vegas {site_link} Entertaining fast-paced &
compelling!LUCKY by MARISSA STAPLEY has an original and interesting premise with a fabulous



heroine that held my interest right from the very start. Luckycrush I was immediately hooked and
intrigued in finding out what would happen to Lucky and that winning lottery ticket, Facebook
locked out of business page MARISSA STAPLEY delivers an intriguing well-written and plot-
driven tale here that is told in equally compelling timelines. Luckyy10p The converging alternate
dual narrative is probably one of my most absolute favourite storytelling techniques. Luckycrush I
was thoroughly entertained and found this to be a very good fun enjoyable quick and easy read:
Book lucky The ending was packed full of nonstop action and things were tied up neatly, Lucky
star I thought the whole story came together really well for an exciting and satisfying end: Lucky
book review Thank you so much to NetGalley Simon & Schuster Canada and Marissa Stapley for my
review copy! Paperback I’m glad this was only 230 pages: Pdf locker online When you read over
100 books in a year it’s easy to tell the good writing from the bad, Luckyscent Almost like the
creators of a hallmark movie tried to write a drama/thriller, Lucky gunner Paperback 3 stars Lucky
was raised by her con-artist father living their life constantly moving. Luckyscent When her father
is sent to prison Lucky spends the next several years with her boyfriend who also scams people with
Lucky’s help. Lucky mobile When Lucky’s boyfriend goes missing and it appears all of his crimes
are going to be put on her she runs: Lucky kindle books But she soon discovered she has a winning
lottery ticket worth millions but if she claims the prize she too goes to jail, Lucky fictional This
sends Lucky on a search to find someone in her life she trusts enough to help her cash this ticket.
Lucky republic I have to confess I read this book because I liked the cover. Lucky pdf Had I known
it was about a con-woman and her life I probably wouldn’t have picked this one up. Lucky
bookstore lucena This is the perfect example of I liked this book but it didn’t stand out to me.
Luckyy10p I didn’t like any of the characters and for a girl who conned people most of her life
Lucky seemed pretty gullible: Lucky pub newcastle I will say despite the fact that she did horrible
things Cary has abandoned her and she’s wanted by the law. Lucky penny She’s got a winning
lottery ticket but she can’t cash it in without being caught: Facebook locked out of business page
The story is told in two timelines - the present day and her youth. Luckypet.com She seemed to
have more guilt as a child than she did as an adult, Dream guide lucky numbers pdf She had
viewed herself as a bit of a Robin Hood stealing from the rich: Lucky nnnn As her face is plastered
on the tv screen and the stories of her victims are given she realizes that’s not the case, Lucky owl
club I give Stapley credit for being able to make her appealing despite her numerous crimes: Lucky
gunner This is a short book so you’d think it would just zip along, Lucky fictional I found the
ending of the story too full of coincidences to be believable and everything comes together a little
too simply: Book lucky boy I liked her character and was rooting for her success throughout even
though she's not such a good person and does cheat and swindle people for her own profit:
Luckyland slots Although it's an engaging story there's also some food for thought here about
nature vs, Lucky charms nurture and how Lucky had life stacked against her from the beginning.
Luckyland slots I felt terrible for her as a child--just as she would create connections or find a bit of
stability her father would ruin things for her and they would have to move, Lucky book club loop I
got angry with him and his selfishness over and over again, Luckyone mall Yet when he goes to
prison she unfortunately continues along with the bad people he was connected with because she
doesn't feel as if she had another choice: Lucky star No real surprises but an intriguing character
study with a few likable ones. Luckyland slots I voluntarily reviewed a complimentary copy of this
book all opinions are my own: Lucky nnnn I started with the ebook and after 25% switched to the
audiobook and listened while cooking and cleaning for this Christmas evening, Luckyone mall But
if I had stayed seated I would have abandoned at 35%, Did i ever tell you how lucky you are pdf I
won’t go over all the faults but two: lack of depth and background. Lucky vegas There is one
positive part: it’s short! 252 pages and 68k words. Luckynn I’m sure that it’s going to be a hit with
the younger public and I won’t be surprised if it is made into a TV series or movie, Luckyucycles07
This book has two storyline one is Lucky now and the other one is Lucky's childhood, Lucky
fictional I guessed one of the twists from the beginning but it did not take away from the story,
Luckyland slots This was a fun book and the writing in this book was so great: Luckynn I really



enjoyed the characters in this book even through most of them have done some not so good things.
Lucky kindle Paperback A quick read Lucky is the story of a girl named Lucky and her journey of
trying to evade arrest finding her long-lost mother and struggling with her morality: Luckyxday
twitch Is our fate set in stone? Are we doomed to repeat our parents mistakes? Lucky explores these
ideas and more. Kindle lucy by the sea Despite her criminality Lucky is such an enigmatic
character who you can’t help but root for. Lucky vegas Additionally the story is remarkably
compelling; I did not want to put this one down: Lucky nnnn The suspense really kept me going and
I loved reading the flashbacks to Lucky’s childhood. Luckymaxer There isn’t anything negative I
have to say about this book, Lucky owl club Go read it! Paperback This is a story about Lucky a
female con artist and how she became that way, Luckyscent The story has an alternate timeline
going back and forth from the time she was a baby to her upbringing by her grifter father and into
adulthood, Luckyucycles07 I thought the story moved smoothly between the past and present but
felt it would have been more effective if told in a more linear style: Luckynn I knew I was supposed
to empathize with Lucky but was never fully engaged by her character: Luckynn She lived a
childhood where her father taught her to lie trick people change her appearance and identity and
steal. Lucky mobile They were always on the run moving quickly to evade the law: Luckyland
slots They were never in one place long enough for Lucky to make friends or go to school,
Luckyucycles07 She struggled with morality and longed for traditional settled family life, Lucky
charms Despite her early experiences finding that she could quickly gain her victim's trust and their
money she was naive, Luckyscent As she matured she trusted the wrong people made bad choices
and was readily conned herself, Luckyland slots Once she moved in with her first boyfriend and
lover he turned out to be a greater con man than her father, Lucke-zone They accumulated a large
sum of money through various illegal swindles: Luckyworld It worked like a Ponzi scheme that took
retirement funds from the elderly and when it collapsed her boyfriend absconded with all the ill-
gained money in their accounts. Luckyy10p Lucky always held the delusion instilled by her father
that they only took money from the wealthy who would never miss it: Lucky pub bloomington Her
boyfriend was on the run with their money and Lucky was alone. Lucky for life Her father was now
in prison betrayed by a powerful female criminal mastermind for whom he worked: We were the
lucky ones pdf Lucky had bought a multi-million dollar lottery ticket and discovered she was the
winner: Lucky kindle unlimited She has no way to cash it in without giving away her true identity
and going to prison for a string of past crimes: Luckyone mall From clues she had learned from her
father when he was drunk she decides to search for the long-lost mother she never knew: Lucky
book review While searching she carries out more cons and finally meets the woman eluded to by
her father, Lucky fictional Maybe she can convince her to cash the lottery ticket for her? She is
also being watched and endangered by the criminal mastermind who employed her father. Lucky
book by alice sebold The police have long sought this woman but they have never been able to
apprehend or charge her: Lucky mobile I thought we needed more backstory and character
development for the nun who handed over baby Lucky to the man claiming to be her father, Lucky
brand This nun had a sufficient hidden stash of money to gladly support and educate the baby's
mother. Luckyy10p Was her money the result of fraud? This story ends with Lucky's remorse and
redemption due to a hurried and unbelievable intervention and ending. Lucky star Without the
circumstances set up in this rushed ending I had to wonder if she would have continued her life of
crime without this conclusion. But I wasn’t impressed overall. � Definitely worth checking out. But
the premise of this one piqued my interest. Lucky is a grifter. But now she’s grown up and he’s in
prison. And Lucky’s luck has run out. This book felt forced. It was kind of corny. Another Reese’s
book club fail for me. But I finished it. Because it was 230 pages. Lucky was an interesting
character. We get to see how she became the woman she is. But it’s uneven and there are parts that
drag. Soneela Nankani is the narrator and did a decent job.Overall this is a worthwhile read.
Paperback The author is the lucky one. There is no doubt about it.Unfortunately this one did not
work for me.I also did not enjoy the audiobook.I know that I did not have to finish it but I did.This
one meant absolutely nothing to me. Not even as a distraction. An average reader needs no more



than 6 hours.There are plenty of 4 stars so please do not mind me. Paperback This is a
Suspense/Contemporary Fiction. I really loved the ending of this book. Great read. I want to send a
big Thank you to them for that. It poses questions surrounding the nature of goodness. I thoroughly
enjoyed reading this book. They were both wanted by the police. One was a false investment set up
by Lucky. Paperback

.


